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Abstract
In this paper reasoning with ambiguous representations is explored in a formal way with ambiguities at the
level of propositions in propositional logic and predicate logic and ambiguous representations of scopings in
predicate logic as the main examples First a version of propositional logic with propositional ambiguities is
presented and a sequent axiomatization for it is given This is then extended to predicate logic Next predi
cate logic with scope ambiguities is introduced and discussed and again a sequent calculus for it is proposed
The conclusion connects the results to natural language semantics and briey compares them with existing
logics of ambiguity An appendix gives completeness proofs for our versions of ambiguous propositional and
predicate logic
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  Representing Ambiguity
In the formal study of natural language semantics the representation of ambiguous infor
mation is one of the major problems Initial representations of NL expressions are often
ambiguous due to lack of information about the meanings of lexical items lexical ambigu
ity the ways in which anaphoric elements are to be resolved anaphoric underspecication
attachment ambiguities structural ambiguity and the choice between various possible scope
orderings between operators scope ambiguity
Current ambiguous representation formalisms have evolved from highly expressive represen
tation languages which usually do not come equipped with a deductive calculus so strictly
speaking they are not logics	 It seems hopeless to start the investigation of reasoning with
ambiguity from this end Instead we start from the other end by extending well understood
languages like the languages of propositional and predicate logic with an ambiguation oper
ator It turns out to be fairly easy to axiomatize such logics and to develop an account of
reasoning with ambiguity
Let us look at how some current representation languages deal with the ambiguity of example
sentence 

 Every boy did not appear
 Representing Ambiguity  
The representation language of the Core Language Engine described in  the language of
Quasi Logical Forms or QLFs deals with underspecication of quantier scope by repre
senting quantiers as quasiterms	 in argument position The QLF representation of 
 is
given in 
  Aqterm  x Bx
Bx
x
  
Ax
Figure 
 Underspecied DRS for Every boy did not appear	
The underspecied discourse representation of 
 see 
 for an account of UDRT is given
in Figure 
 Underspecied DRT is the result of underspecifying the relation of subordina
tion for DRS boxes In the example gure the vertical lines connecting the boxes indicate
subordination The subordination relation between boximplication and boxnegation is left
underspecied
S
NP VP
every boy did not appear
Figure  Underspecied syntax tree for Every boy did not appear	 in Flexible MG
In exible Montague Grammar 
 the example sentence 
 is structurally ambiguous it
has a tree where did not is part of the VP and one in which did not is part of the NP We
can take these two trees together in one partially underspecied tree as in Figure  The
dotted lines in the tree indicate that the domination relations in the syntactic tree are not
fully determined The leaf node with the auxiliary did not	 has not made up its mind about
which node in the tree it considers as its mother If the auxiliary is adopted by the NP this
	 What Do Ambiguous Expressions Mean
 
forces the semantic type of did not	 to be e t t e t t a map from NP denotations
to NP denotations with corresponding translation PQ PQ If the auxiliary is adopted
by the VP its semantic type is forced to be e t e t a map from VP denotations to VP
denotations with corresponding translation Px Px
The essence of ambiguous operator representation seems to be that the order of application of
operators can remain underspecied QLF assumes that the operators are always quantiers
which is obviously too limited UDRT denes underspecied representations by means of
a partial specication of the subordination relation between boxes This formulation turns
out to engender serious complications in the design of a proof system Also UDRT suggests
a strong connection between the dynamism of the DRT treatment of reference markers and
the treatment of operator ambiguity a suggestion which is taken over in Muskens 
 As
we will show below operator ambiguity and dynamic treatment of variables are orthogonal
issues it is very well possible to combine underspecied operator orderings with a static
treatment of variables
We will build our logics of ambiguity on top of ordinary propositional and predicate logic
In line with Alshawi and Crouch	s monotonic semantics for quasilogical form we allow the
mapping of natural language expressions to logical form to be a relationa function to
sets of logical formsrather than an ordinary function This reects the ambiguity of the
original expressions We will take as our motto try to understand simple things rst	 The
main outcome of our investigation will be that any logical language can be ambiguated in
this simple and systematic way and that the ambiguated language is conservative over the
original language in the sense that no new conclusions in the old language can be drawn
by employing the reasoning system for the enriched language A calculus for the original
language can be extended to one for the ambiguous language by adding a set of axioms
or rules to deal with the ambiguous operators Before we embark on the analysis of scope
ambiguity there are some preliminary questions to be asked about the meaning of ambiguous
questions and about the analysis of local propositional ambiguities
 What Do Ambiguous Expressions Mean
The principal reason for wanting to construct a meaning representation for a natural language
sentence is to get a handle on the information conveyed by that sentence Is the sentence
consistent with a given body of information If the sentence is true what does follow from
it If a natural language sentence is ambiguous as many natural language sentences are the
key question becomes how can we nd a representation for it that we can reason with
There are many kinds of ambiguity in natural language The most local	 ambiguities are
lexical ambiguities like the one in The ball was splendid or I went to the bank and referential
ambiguities like John addressed her when there is a xed list of possible antecedents for
the pronoun A dierent kind of ambiguity has to do with scope underspecication caused
by the interaction of parts of speech Examples are Every boy didnt appear or Everybody
in this room has to sign one document Related are ambiguities of distribution as in The
boys ordered two sandwiches where it is left unspecied whether the object distributes over
the subject two sandwiches each or not two sandwiches altogether Finally there is an
openended spectrum of underspecication caused by some kind of incompleteness or aw
	 What Do Ambiguous Expressions Mean
 
in the linguistic data even corruption of the data Under this heading we have structural
ambiguities like the two readings of John saw the girl with the telescope or the problem
of what to make of John   noise    the girl with the telescope In this paper we will
concentrate on local ambiguity and scope ambiguity
Suppose a sentence A is ambiguous between readings A
 
and A

 Here are some desiderata
for what A means	
 If someone informs us that A is true then one should be allowed to conclude that at
least one of A
 
 A

is true
 If one is sure that A
 
and A

are both true then one can safely assert that A is true
the ambiguity of A notwithstanding
 If someone informs us that not A is true then one should be allowed to conclude that
at least one of not A
 
 not A

is true
 If one is sure that neither A
 
nor A

is true then one can safely assert that not A the
ambiguity of A notwithstanding
 Unless A
 
and A

are logically equivalent A or not A cannot be a logical truth
 Unless A
 
and A

are logically equivalent A and not A need not be a contradiction
To explain this nal point a bit further note that in this example we do not insist that several
occurrences of the same expressions be disambiguated in the same way To take a reallife
example consider 
 Every boy did not appear and it is not the case that every boy did not appear
If both occurrences of the ambiguous Every boy did not appear in example  are disam
biguated in the same way then this example sentence is indeed contradictory If we do not
insist on this however then it is not
Our discussion yields the following wish list for a relation of ambiguous consequence j
a

A j
a
A
 
 A

A
 
 A

j
a
A
 A j
a
 A
 
 A

 A
 
 A

j
a
 A
A A j
a

 j
a
A A
Here the premisses should be read conjunctively and the conclusions disjunctively Note
that treating ambiguity as object level disjunction will not yield the above results for if A is
made equivalent to A
 
A

 then this entails that  A will be equivalent between  A
 
	 A


which gives the wrong interplay between ambiguity and wide scope negation compare the
argument against ambiguity as object level disjunction in Van Deemter 
Interpreting ambiguous expressions in a model M can give rise to three kinds of situations
 Propositional Logic with Local Ambiguities 

 Every reading of A is true in M  Notation M j A
 Every reading of A is false in M  Notation M jA
 At least one reading of A is false in M  and at least one reading of A is true in M 
Notation M j A and M jA
Dene a relation  j
a
  and  are sets of formulas by means of
 j
a
 
 for all models M 
if M j  for all    then M j  for some   
and if M j  for all    then M j  for some   
It should be noted immediately that this denition of  j
a
 is equivalent to
 j
a
 
 for all models M 
if M j  for all    then M j  for some   
and if M j  for all    then M j  for some   
Also note that the double barrelled	 consequence relation in fact a wellknown consequence
relation in partial logic  
 gives us the desired contraposition behaviour
Immediately from the denition we have that  j
a
 implies that   j
a
  where
   f  j   g and    f  j   g
 Propositional Logic with Local Ambiguities
Assuming that p ranges over a set of atomic propositions P  the language of ambiguous
propositional logic is given by the following BNF denition
   j p j   j 
 
	 

 j 
 
 


Assuming that V  P  f 
g is a propositional valuation the semantics is given by
V j 
V j
V j p i V p  

V j p i V p  
V j   i V j
V j   i V j 
V j 
 
	 

 i V j 
 
and V j 

V j 
 
	 

 i V j
 
or V j

V j 
 
 

 i V j 
 
and V j 

V j
 
 

 i V j
 
and V j

 Propositional Logic with Local Ambiguities 
We will use V j  as shorthand for for all     V j 	  and similarly for V j
It is clear from the denition that ambiguation is associative in the sense that 
 
 

 


is equivalent to 
 
 

 

 Therefore we can agree to write both 
 
 

 


and 
 
 

 

 as 
 
 

 

 and in general we can write nite ambiguity lists as

 
     
n
 Also we will write   as 
Our denition of truth and falsity as given in the table above is the same as van Deemter	s
notion  of strong truth and strong falsity respectively Van Deemter calls an ambiguous
expression 
 
 

 weakly true false if at least one of the arguments 
 
and 

is true
false Van Deemter discusses four dierent notions of entailment on the basis of strong and
weak truthvalues j
xy
with x y  f g The values  and  refer to strong truth and
weak truth respectively For example  j
 
 says that for every valuation at which 
is strongly true  is weakly true The doublebarreled entailment relation that we use is
a sequent generalization of the intersection of the relations j
  
and j

note that not
strongly truefalse	 is the same as weakly falsetrue	
 
A Gentzen axiomatization
Recall the Gentzen sequent axiomatization of propositional logic given below we write  
for   fg and so on
Start Axiom
  
Monotonicity Rules
  
   
  
   
Cut Rule
       
  
These rules are called the structural rules Note that the fact that we take the variables 
and  to range over sets rather than multisets or lists allows us to do without contraction
rules
The rest of the rules specify how the connectives can be introduced
 Rule
  
 
An extensive survey of this type of entailment relation in partial logic can be found in 
 Propositional Logic with Local Ambiguities 
Negation Rules
   
 l
   
   
 r
   
Conjunction Rules
 
 
 

 
	l
 
 
	 

  
   
 
   

	r
   
 
	 


That is all there is to the sequent calculus for classical propositional logic Note that we take
the left and right members of the derivability relation to range over sets so we do not have to
state permutation or contraction rules see eg Smullyan  for discussion We say that
 
c
 if    can be derived in a nite number of steps from the start axioms by means
of the sequent rules given above
We will write    as   and    as   Recall that an empty conjunction an empty
position on the left hand side of  is equivalent to  and an empty disjunction an empty
position on the right hand side of  to 
It is clear that the negation rules of classical propositional logic are too strong for our present
purposes for we have for arbitrary 
  
	l
  
  
	r
  
We now turn to the calculus for ambiguous propositional logic We will establish soundness of
the rules in those few cases where it is not completely obvious as we go along Its structural
rules consists of the structural rules start monotonicity and cut of classical propositional
logic and the additional rule of contraposition
Contraposition Rule
  
contrap
    
Soundness immediate from the fact that the relation j
a
is doublebarrelled

As may be
expected the changes for the connectives come with the treatment of negation Both  r and
 l are invalid This lack of negative reasoning power is partly compensated by the rules of
double negation

The semantic motivation to call the rule of contraposition structural is the higher independence of falsity
in this setting In the setting of partial logic socalled quadrant axiomatizations have been introduced eg
in 	 as a generalization of sequential axiomatizations in order to exemplify the independence of falsity In
this style of axiomatization the rule of contraposition is a truly structural rule ie without occurrences of
negations or other connectives
 Propositional Logic with Local Ambiguities 
Double Negation Rules
   
  l
    
   
  r
    
Furthermore negations behave in a classical way as long as they have atomic arguments
Atom Negation Rule
   p
 l for atoms
 p  
Soundness immediate from the fact that for every p  P  every valuation V  V j p i
not V j p As we will see later  r for atoms can be derived from this rule together with
contraposition The nal negation rule that we need is a combination of the classical rules  l
and  r
Negation Swap Rule
   
 
 

 
 swap
 
 
  

Soundness suppose V j  and V j Then we get from the soundness of the rst premise
left to right direction that V j  for some    This takes care of the direction from
left to right To establish the other direction use the soundness of the second premise from
right to left
The rules for conjunction and falsum are the same as in the axiomatization of classical logic
For the ambiguation connective    we have the following straightforward rules
Ambiguation Rules
 
 
   

 
l
 
 
 

  
   
 
   

r
   
 
 


Soundness of left ambiguation Suppose V j  and V j 
 
 

 Then V j 
 
 and
by the soundness of the rst premise we have that V j  for some    For the falsity
direction suppose V j Then by the soundness of the rst premise either V j for some
   or V j
 
 By the soundness of the second premise either V j  for some    or
V j

 Combining this we get that either V j for some    or V j
 
and V j

 in
other words V j for some    or V j
 
 

 The soundness of right ambiguation is
established by an analogous piece of reasoning
We write  
a
 if    can be derived by a nite number of applications of the structural
rules with contraposition the double negation rules   l and   r the left negation rule for
atoms the rule  swap and the ambiguation rules l and r
 Propositional Logic with Local Ambiguities 
This completes our presentation of the calculus We conclude the section with a few remarks
about what is derivable in the proof system and what is not
Note that we have indeed weakened negation if  is ambiguous we have    and   
Secondly note that the following proof sequent follows from the negation swap rule by taking
  f
 
g and   f

g

 
 
 

a


 

The following rules are derivable
    
  
   
    
  
   
Here is the derivation for the leftmost one the other one is derived similarly
    
mon
     
  
  r
    
mon
     
cut
   
Also note that  r for atoms is a derivable rule
 p  
contrap
     p
 l
   p   
contrap
         p
  
   p
Next note that    is a derivable axiom
    
contrap
      
  
  
Finally we show that the equivalence of  
 
 

 and  
 
 

 is provable in the cal
culus by showing that the following two rules are derivable
 
 
   

 
 
 
 

  
   
 
   

   
 
 


Here are the relevant derivations
 Predicate Logic with Local Ambiguities 	

 
 
 
contrap
      
 
  
     
 
 

 
contrap
      

  
     

r
     
 
 


contrap
   
 
 

    
  
 
 
 

  
   
 
contrap
   
 
  
  
  
 
  
   

contrap
   

  
  
  

  
r
  
 
 

   
contrap
       
 
 


  
   
 
 


It is not dicult to see that if  and  do not contain ambiguous formulas then  
c
 i
 
a
 This follows directly from the completeness proof for 
a
with respect to the relation
j
a
 which is given in the appendix
 Predicate Logic with Local Ambiguities
It is a straightforward task to lift the propositional logic of the previous section up to the
rstorder level Let L
Q
be the language which extends the normal rstorder language with
binary ambiguity connective    Let M  hD Ii be an ordinary rstorder model with
domain D and interpretation I and g a variable assignment which maps the variables of L
Q
to D
Let t
Mg
denote the meaning of t with respect to M and g That is if t is a variable then
t
Mg
 gt and if t is a constant then t
Mg
 It We dene
M g j Rt
 
     t
n
  ht
 

Mg
     t
n

Mg
i  IR
M g jRt
 
     t
n
  M g j Rt
 
     t
n

M g j x  Mh j  for all h st hy  gy whenever y  x
M g j x  Mhj for some h with hy  gy whenever y  x
The truth and falsity conditions for the connective    	 and    are the same as for
the propositional case
We say that M supports rejects  i M g j  M g j for all assignments g over M 
Furthermore we say that   L
Q
is a valid conclusion from   L
Q
  j
Qa
 i for all
rstorder models M 

 if M j  for all    then M j  for certain    and
 Predicate Logic with Scope Ambiguities 		
 if M j 

for all 

  then M j 

for certain 

 
Note that this denition yields the classical consequence relation for the restriction of the
language to formulas that do not contain the connective   
The ambiguity operator    can be used to treat lexical ambiguities and underspecication
of the possessive relation in predicate logical translations of natural language examples Thus
if we assume that the possessive in  is ambiguous between two relations R
 
and R

 we
can give it translation 
 Bills house is big
 xHx 	 R
 
xb R

xb	Bx
A sequent axiomatization of j
Qa
can be obtained by adding the classical sequent rules for 
to the axiomatization of j
a
as given in the previous section In these rules x	c denotes
the result of substituting c for all free occurrences of x in  x is free in 
 
 

 i x is free
in 
 
or in 


Universal Quantication Rules
 x	c  
l
 x  
   x	c
r
   x
Condition on r c does not occur in 
We write  
Qa
 if    can be deduced from the 
a
rules together with the two rules
above In the appendix we will show that this logic is complete for the Qaconsequence rela
tion Soundness is obvious from the soundness result for the propositional case as described
in the previous section
 Predicate Logic with Scope Ambiguities
The representation of ambiguity discussed above applies without further ado to scope am
biguity for an expression A which is ambiguous between two scopings A
 
and A

can be
represented as A
 
 A

 Note however that such a representation does not represent a
preliminary stage in the processing of ambiguity but rather a post hoc reconstruction the
disambiguations are glued together again by means of    a procedure which in a sense
recreates the ambiguity from the disambiguations That is not quite what we are after
We would like to represent scope underspecication by means of a notation that allows
unscoped operators as ingredients of formulas This should also allow for a representation
that is more concise than merely spelling out the list of all complete disambiguations
Consider again the ambiguous example sentence 
 repeated here for convenience as 
 Every boy did not appear
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
xBx   
   Ax
Figure  Underspecied predicate logical formula for Every boy did not appear	
In Flexible Montague Grammar this example gets the following two parses
	 
S

NP
every boy 
VP

VPVP
did not
VP
appear

 
S

NP

NP
every boy 
NPnNP
did not 
VP
appear
The constituent did not in  gets translated as Px Px The type of this translation
e t e t is in accordance with the fact that did not acts as a VP modier Sentence 
as a whole gets translation xBx   Ax In sentence   the constituent did not gures
as an NP modier with translation PQ PQ and type e t t e t t For the
whole sentence this yields translation  xBx Ax
What we have here is two unordered operations and a problem The unordered operations
are universal quantication and negation and the problem is that these two operations
seem to work at dierent levels quantication works on predicates and negation works on
propositions If quantication is taken to be an operation from predicates to propositions
as it is in extensional Montague Grammar then negation has to work on dierent levels
depending on whether it takes wide or narrow scope In exible Montague Grammar this
dierence shows up as a type shift For an ambiguous representation with a semantics in
terms of unordered operations the problem of type levels has to be solved
In predicate logic the syntactic rule for negation combines a negation operator   with a
formula The semantic operation that corresponds to this is taking the complement of the
set of variable assignments satisfying the formula Syntactically a quantier x also combines
with a formula to yield a new formula Again the corresponding operation is an operation
on assignment sets but now a slightly more complex one take the assignments of which all
x variants are in the input set
Syntactically we can represent an operator in predicate logic as a formula with a free slot for
another formula somewhere inside Thus the negation operator can be represented as   
where   is the free formula slot Similarly the universal quantication operator translating
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every boy	 can be represented as xBx    Syntactically an operator is just a formula
with a hole in it An ambiguous representation of  in terms of ambiguous operators can
be viewed as a partial tree where a number of operators dominate a formula but where the
domination relation between those operators is left unspecied See Figure  for a represen
tation of  in ambiguous predicate logic The dotted lines indicate the underspecication
of the tree dominance relation It is convenient to dene a linear notation for ambiguous
predicate logic An obvious choice is to collect all operators that unspecically	 dominate a
given formula between parentheses Thus we arrive at representation  for example 
 xBx    Ax
Turning to a more systematic presentation the basic ingredients of ambiguous predicate
logic are terms dened as usual formulas dened as usual but with the extra possibil
ity of underspecied operations operators essentially formulas containing a free slot  
for another formula and contexts lists of operators Operators and contexts are to be
interpreted as operations on formuladenotations
t  c j v
  Rt
 
   t
n
j   j 
 
	 

 j 
 
 

 j v j v j
C
 
     C
n
 n  


    j  
 j 
 	  j  	 
 j 
   j   
 j v
 j v
 j
C
 
     C
n

 n  

C  
 j C

It is clear from the denition that a formula is either an atom a negation a conjunction or
a quantication or a list consisting of one or more contexts followed by a formula Call a
formula  in explicit form EF if it is not of the form C
 
     C
n
 A formula in EF does
not have an operator scope ambiguity at its top level
Similarly an operator is either an EF formula with an open formula slot   inside call these
explicit operators or a list consisting of zero or more contexts followed by an operator call
these complex operators
Finally a context is either an operator a simple context or a nonsingleton list of operators
a complex context
Instead of C
 
     C
n
 we will also write
f
C
 
n
 In general we write
f
C
i
j
for C
i
 C
i 
     C
j 
 C
j
for every pair of positive numbers i j with i  j
An example of a formula is x y   Rxy The part    is an example of an operator
The part x y  is an example of a context Contexts may also have a more complex form
such as    x  y  The reason for allowing operator lists contexts and operators of
the form C
 
     C
n

 is to provide a means for representing partial ordering of operations
 x     y Rxy
 Predicate Logic with Scope Ambiguities 	
The representation in 
 expresses that the order of existential quantication and negation
with respect to each other is free and that the order of the universal quantier with respect
to this cluster is free but that the universal quantier can not have intermediate scope
 x    y Rxy
The representation in 

 expresses that the order of existential quantication and negation
with respect to each other is xed but that the universal quantier can have wide scope
intermediate scope and narrow scope with respect to this cluster
The substitution of a formula  for the slot   in an operator 
 notation 
 is dened as
follows
   
 
   


 	   
	 
 	 
   	 

v
  v

v
  v


f
C
 
n

 
f
C
 
n


We use this to dene a rewrite relation on formulas in fact a stepbystep disambiguation
relation as follows

  

C
  C

f
C
 
n
  
g
C
 
i 

g
C
i 
n

 if n  
 C
i
 

f
C
 
n
  
g
C
 
i 
 C
g
C
i 
n

 if n  
 C
i
 C

For any formula  let EF be the following set of formulas
f j 

 with  in EFg
It is useful to look at an example of rewriting into explicit form Note that the rewriting
steps can be viewed as disambiguation steps
x y   Rxy  x   yRxy
 x  yRxy
 x yRxy
x y   Rxy  x   yRxy
   xyRxy
  xyRxy
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x y   Rxy  x y  Rxy
 x y Rxy
 xy Rxy
The formula x y   Rxy does not rewrite to any other formulas in EF This shows
EFx y   Rxy  fx yRxy xyRxy xy Rxyg
The notions of freedom and bondage for variables are slightly more subtle here than in
standard predicate logic Intuitively an occurrence of variable v is bound in formula 	 if
that occurrence of v ends up bound in every disambiguation of  and unbound in formula
	 if there is some disambiguation of  in which it remains free Here are denitions of the
sets of bound and unbound variables that occur in a formula
BV 

fBV j   EFg
UV 

fUV j   EFg
with BV and UV for explicit forms  being identical to the denition of bound and
unbound occurrences of variables as used in ordinary predicate logic
A formula  is a sentence or a closed formula if UV  
Call a variable occurrence free in a formula if it remains unbound in every disambiguation of
that formula Note that it may happen that a certain variable occurrence is neither bound
nor free in a given formula Take 
 as an example
 xRxy 	  y Sxy
The occurrence of y in Rxy in this formula is neither bound nor free for there is a disam
biguation for 
 where this occurrence remains unbound viz xRxy 	 ySxy and there
is also a disambiguation of 
 where the occurrence gets bound viz yxRxy 	 Sxy
The semantics for formulas of ambiguous predicate logic is given in terms of their partial
disambiguations in EF In particular we have
M g j C
 
     C
n
 
 M g j  for all   EFC
 
     C
n

M g j C
 
     C
n
 
 M g j for all   EFC
 
     C
n

As can be seen from these clauses operator scope ambiguity is semantically interpreted as
meta choice between all possible permutations of the operations
As a consequence relation for predicate logic with scope ambiguities we will again take the
relation j
a
that was dened in Section  Intuitively this is again plausible If I maintain
that Every boy did not appear is true then it follows at least that some boy did not show
up Conversely if it is the case that not a single boy showed up then I can safely maintain
that Every boy did not appear is true the ambiguity of my utterance notwithstanding We
can formalize this in the language of ambiguous predicate logic as follows
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 xBx    Ax j
a
 xBx Ax
 xBx   Ax j
a
xBx    Ax
To give a further formal example of how j
a
works for scope underspecication consider


 x   Px 	  x   Px
This is underspecied in a situation where nothing is P  for in that situation the two dis
ambiguations of the rst conjunct have dierent truth values and the two disambiguations
of the second conjunct as well so the conjunction has underspecied truth value Thus we
see that 
 need not always be false
Similarly if we mean by a logical truth a formula which is always true then 
 is not a
logical truth
 x   Qx  x   Qx
This is underspecied in a situation where nothing is Q for similar reasons as above
Now consider the inference from 
 to 
 To see that indeed 
 j
a

 we reason
as follows First note that 
 has the special property that there are no models where this
formula is true Similarly 
 has the special property that there are no models where this
formula is false We now check the two conditions for j
a
 Because 
 is not true in any
model condition M j 
 M j 
 holds Because 
 is not false in any model the
condition M j 
M j 
 holds
A Gentzen axiomatization
It is straightforward to give a Gentzen style sequent system for predicate logic with scope
ambiguities by modifying the Gentzen sequent axiomatization of classical predicate logic
along the lines sketched above for the treatment of   
For the rules of quantication we need the concept of uniform substitution of a term t for
all free occurrences of x in  Notation x	t Note that the notion of free occurrence of a
variable is more subtle here than in standard predicate logic For instance
xRxy 	  y Sxyy	c  xRxy 	   y Sxy
because no occurrence of y in xRxy 	  y Sxy is free
We will only state the inference rules that handle ambiguation and again we will establish
soundness as we go along The sequent rules for ambiguation mirror the denition of the
disambiguation relation  Corresponding to the step 
 
 we have
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Simple Ambiguation
 
  
 
  
   

   

The following rules correspond to the step C
 C

List Ambiguation
 C
  
 C
  
   C

   C

The real ambiguation takes place in the following steps
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To nd the corresponding rules in the calculus note that there are n possible single disam
biguation steps on
f
C
 
n
 because every single disambiguation step operates on a single context
C
i
 Write d
i

f
C
 
n
 for the result of applying the appropriate disambiguation step on context
C
i
in formula
f
C
 
n
 In other words
d
i

f
C
 
n
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
g
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 C
i
 C

Using this abbreviation we can formulate the context ambiguation rules as follows
Context Ambiguation Left
 d
 

f
C
 
n
       d
n

f
C
 
n
  

f
C
 
n
  
Context Ambiguation Right
  d
 

f
C
 
n
      d
n

f
C
 
n

 
f
C
 
n

To see the close similarity to the rules for 
 
 

 note that the following sequents are
derivable
d
 

f
C
 
n
     d
n

f
C
 
n
 
f
C
 
n

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f
C
 
n
  d
 

f
C
 
n
     d
n

f
C
 
n

Also note that if the calculus allows us to derive a sequent in which formula
f
C
 
n
 occurs then
the same sequent but with 
g
C
 
i 
 C
i 
 C
i

g
C
i
n
 substituted for
f
C
 
n
 is also derivable
Here are some example derivations in the calculus First a derivation of 

 x Bx Ax   x Bx Ax
  x Bx  Ax   x Bx Ax
 x Bx Ax   x Bx Ax
   x Bx Ax   x Bx Ax
  x Bx   Ax   x Bx Ax
And here is a derivation of 

 x Bx Ax   x Bx Ax
 x Bx Ax     x Bx Ax
 x Bx Ax   x Bx Ax
 x Bx Ax    x Bx  Ax
 x Bx Ax    x Bx   Ax
 Ambiguating Dynamic Representation Languages
The strategy of adding ambiguous operators also works for other representation languages
such as DPL and DRT Adding ambiguous operators to DRT for instance can be done as
follows Recall the denition of the DRT language
terms t  v j c
conditions    j Pt
 
   t
k
j v

 t j v  t j  D j D
 
 D

DRSs D  fv
 
     v
n
g f
 
     
m
g
To create an ambiguous version of this the language can be extended as follows
terms t  v j c
conditions   Pt
 
   t
k
j v

 t j  D j D
 
 D

j C
 
     C
n

DRSs D  fv
 
     v
n
g f
 
     
m
g
operators 
    j  E j D  E j E  D j C
 
     C
n
E
openDRSs E  fv
 
     v
n
g f
 
     
m
 
g
contexts C  
 j C

The representation of Figure 
 has the following counterpart in ambiguous DRT
	 fxg fBxg     fAxg
 Conclusion 	
A proof system for an ambiguated version of Dynamic Predicate Logic  or DRT 
  would
be targeted at a suitable dynamized	 version of the ambiguous consequence relation j
a
given
above Comparing this with the underspecied DRT of Reyle 
 an obvious dierence is
that Reyle	s underspecied DRT treats ambiguity as object level disjunction between all
possible disambiguations This is unlike the present approach where ambiguity gives rise to
partiality in the semantics and the extra expressiveness that this yields is exploited in the
consequence relation
	 Conclusion
Ambiguous predicate logic is dierent from predicate logic with storage in the spirit of
Cooper  and from underspecied representations for predicate logic using metavariables
Muskens 
 Pinkal 
 in that it makes a genuine proposal for reasoning with ambiguous
representations In that sense it is comparable with proposals to provide the underspecied
representations employed in Alshawi cs  with a semantics of their own see Alshawi and
Crouch  Instead of just proposing a semantics we also propose a calculus of reasoning with
ambiguous expressions The semantic representation of ambiguity as metadisjunction	 bears
a certain resemblance to that of Poesio 
  but the consequence relation is quite dierent
A dierence between the present approach to representing ambiguities and an approach where
operators are put in store to be quantied in at a higher level is that just putting operator
meanings in store gives less control over intended constraints on scoping than the present
representation in terms of ambiguous operators Consider the well known example 
 

 Every man in some city didnt show up
Putting the NP meanings for some city and every man in    in storage creates the familiar
problem of dangling variables for if the noun phrases are quantied in in the wrong order
one ends up with impossible readings such as 

 xMx 	 Ixy yCy 	  Sx
The ambiguous operator approach makes it possible to give the sentence an ambiguous rep
resentation that excludes this wrong scoping
 yCy 	 xMx	 Ixy    Sx
Note that the context yCy 	  xMx 	 Ixy    xes the relative scopes of the two
noun phrases but leaves room for intermediate scoping of the negation operator This gives
three possible readings
 yCy 	 xMx 	 Ixy  Sx
 yCy 	  xMx 	 Ixy Sx
  yCy 	 xMx	 Ixy Sx
 Conclusion  

Of course it is not our purpose here to make a linguistic claim about the possible scopings
for 
  The purpose of the example is to demonstrate how ambiguous representation can
be used to express syntactic constraints on scope ordering without specifying a fully scoped
form
Indeed the ambiguous operator representation is reminiscent of a representation of scope
ambiguity presented informally quite long ago in Kroch 
 Kroch	s account of the creation
of scope ambiguities in syntax starts out by collecting operators together in lists determined
by surface order
 All of the problems arent hard to solve
 Some of the problems arent hard to solve
This would give respectively  and  in a notation derived from the proposal of Section
 but with square bracket lists to indicate that order does matter
 xPx    Hx
	 xPx 	   Hx
Kroch	s proposal is to compute the possible scope readings of natural language examples like
 and  on the basis of a series of operator permutations starting out from surface
structure generated representations like  and  Some permutations are blocked by
socalled output lter conditions such as an order of operators    Q    is blocked if Q
is the translation of one of the following speciers some several a number of each This
constraint will allow an operator swap in the case of  but forbids the same swap in the
case of  thus predicting that  is ambiguous between the two possible scope orderings
of xPx    and    while  only has the reading where the negation operator has
narrow scope It would be worthwhile to work out a formal version this theory in terms of
ambiguous operator representations
The present proposal moves in a slightly direction from the use of metavariables as advocated
by Muskens and Pinkal To see how the systems relate here is an example of ambiguous
predicate notation versus metavariable notation for a predicate logical ambiguity

 x   Px
 X

 C
 
X
 
 X

 C

X

 X
 
 px p C

X

 X

 p p C

X

 X

 Px
Because of its generality the metavariable approach is very promising as a useful repre
sentation method for a wide variety of phenomena having to do with underspecication
However it does not have anything to say as yet about the problem of reasoning with the
underspecied structures that it proposes
At this point the metavariable approach and the present approach supplement each other A
representation that has a well dened level of underspecied formulas with a well dened
 Appendix Completeness  	
semantics is much more amenable to the development of reasoning tools for it than a system
where the representation of an expression of type truth value has to be worked out from a set
of equations Should one be interested in working out the relation of ambiguous consequence
for a version of underspecied rst order logic written in metavariable notation then one can
always proceed by translating the sets of metavariable equations into ambiguous formulas
use the calculus to reason with these formulas and then translate back to metavariable
representation
For purposes of natural language semantics preference orderings on possible resolutions of
ambiguities would seem useful For example in some given context of discourse certain
disambiguations for lexical items may be much more plausible than others An obvious next
task then is to study reasoning with preferential ambiguity

 Appendix Completeness
In this appendix section we will show the completeness of the propositional logic a and its
rstorder version Qa
	
 Completeness of ambiguous propositional logic
Let L be the language of propositional logic and let L
a
be the language of ambiguous
propositional logic from Section 
Denition  A set !  L
a
is asaturated if for each   L
a

! 
a
 !   
The denition of saturated set goes back to the completeness techniques as introduced by
Aczel 
 and Thomason 

Lemma  Lindenbaum lemma for sequents If  
a
 then there exists an asatura
ted set ! such that   ! and !   
Proof Lindenbaum construction f
i
g
i
 L
a
 !

  and !
n 
 !
n
if !
n
 
n

a
"
otherwise !
n 
 !
n
 f
n
g Take !  lim
n
!
n
  
Corollary  If  
a
 then there exists an asaturated set ! such that      !  
and   ! or    !
Proof If  
a
 then also  
a
  or   
a
  this follows from the negation
swap rule Application of Lemma  entails the result  

These authors used this de
nition for proving the completeness of 
rstorder intuitionistic logic as a
modi
cation of the notion of maximal consistency as used in standard Henkin style completeness proofs
for classical logic The sequent style formulation we use here is a generalization of the notion of maximal
consistency for classical logic For a logic which contains the rule r saturation and maximal consistency
coincide This generalisation is a powerful method for proving completeness of logics which are less expressive
than classical logic  
 Appendix Completeness   
Denition  Let ! be an asaturated set We dene V

 P  f 
g
V

p 


 if p  !
 otherwise
Observation 
V

p  
 i p  !
V

p   i  p  !
Proof The rst item is true by denition The second item follows from the presence of
the rule for left negation introduction for atoms plus the contraposition rule which allows us
to derive right negation introduction for atoms  
Lemma  Truth Lemma For all asaturated sets ! and all   L
a

   ! #   ! 
 V

j  and
   ! #   ! 
 V

j
Proof By induction on the construction of formulas
p Observation 
  V

j   V

j    ! #  	 !    ! #    	 !
V

j   V

j    	 ! #   !   	 ! #     !
 	  V

j  	   V

j  # V

j     ! #   	 ! #   ! #   	 ! 
 	   !#  	  	 !
V

j  	   V

j or V

j     ! #  	 ! or    ! #  	 ! 
  	   ! # 	  	 !
  V

j   
 V

j  # V

j     !  	 !   !  	
!     !        !   	 ! by the interderivability of
   and   
V

j  
 V

j # V

j   	 !   !  	 !   !    	
!     !   	 !    !
 
Theorem 	 For all   L  
a
 i  j
a

Proof Soundness check for  and the usual Lindenbaum argument for 
 Suppose
 
a
 Corollary  to Lemma  gives an asaturated set ! such that either   ! or
   ! and !     This means according to Lemma  that either V

j  and
V

j  for all    and    or V

j  and V

j  for all    and    In either
case  j
a
  
 Appendix Completeness  
	 Completeness of ambiguous predicate logic
Completeness of the ambiguous predicate logic Qa can be obtained by the same method
The modied Lindenbaum lemma  also holds for this system In fact it holds for all systems
which contain the classical structural rules start monotonicity and cut 
 To obtain the
predicate logical results we only need to use termsaturated sets instead of ordinary saturated
sets
Denition 
 A termQasaturated set ! is a Qasaturated set in L
Q
such that for every
formula  xx there exists a constant c such that  x	c  !
Let L

Q
be the rstorder language which is similar to L
Q
except for the fact that it has a
countably innite number of extra individual constants these additional constants are also
called parameters
Observation  For every Qasaturated set ! there exists a termQasaturated set !

in L

Q
such that !

 L
Q
 !
Corollary  Let   L
Q
such that  
Qa
 then there exists a termQasaturated set
!

 L

Q
such that   !

and   !

 
Let !

be a termQasaturated set in L

Q
 The corresponding rstorder model M

 
consists
of a domain D

 
which is the set of constants of L

Q
 and an interpretation I

 
which is given
by the content of !

 I

 
R  fhc
 
     c
n
i  D
n

 
j Rc
 
     c
n
  !

g and I

 
c  c for
all constants c of L

Q
 Let g be an assignment overM

 
 then we dene the map
b
g  L
Q
 L

Q
to x the free variables of a given formula according to their gvalues in the parametrized
language
b
g  x
 
	gx
 
     x
n
	gx
n
 where x
 
     x
n
is the list of free variables of 
Observation  For all   L
Q
 all termQasaturated sets !

in L

Q
and all assignments
g over M

 

for all h 
x
g 
b
h  !



b
gx  !

for certain h 
x
g   
b
h  !


  
b
gx  !

This simple but crucial observation ensures the legitimacy of the induction step for the
universal quantier in the relevant truth lemma
Lemma  Truth Lemma Let ! be a Qasaturated set in L
Q
 and !

be a termQa
saturated extension of ! in L

Q
 For every   L
Q
and for all assignment g over M

 

M

 
 g j  

b
g  !

and  
b
g  !

M

 
 g j 

b
g  !

and  
b
g  !


 Translation into Classical Logic  
Proof The proofs for literals and the connectives  	 and    are the same as in
lemma 
x M

 
 g j x for all h 
x
g  M

 
 h j  ind hyp
b
h  !

and  
b
h  !

for all h 
x
g  Obs 


b
gx  !

and  
b
gx  !


M

 
 gj x for certain h 
x
g  M

 
 hj ind hyp
b
h  !

and  
b
h  !

for certain h 
x
g  Obs 


b
gx  !

and  
b
gx  !

  
Corollary  For all termQasaturated !

in L

Q
and for all   L
Q

M


j  
   ! and    !
M


j 
   ! and    !
Theorem  For all   L
Q
  
Qa
  j
Qa

 Translation into Classical Logic
It is not hard to embed ambiguous propositional and predicate logic into their classical
counterparts We dene translations



 L
a
 L
p

 p p

  p
 

 

 

 

 	 

 

	 

 	 

  

	 


 

 

	 

  

 

	 


Theorem  For each V  P  f 
g and each   L
a

V j 
 V j 


 V 

  

 V 

  
Example Let    p	q p	q Then 

  p	q	 p	q and 

 p q	p	q
Proof By a straightforward induction on the construction of formulas  
Corollary  For all   L
a
  j 
 

j 

# 

j 


The analogous result of this translation to classical logic can be obtained for the rstorder
case by extending the translations functions with x

 x

and x

  x


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